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Abstract
The idea of logicographic symbols is to attach graphical drawings to predicate or function constants. The
drawings symbolize the intuition behind the notion denoted by the constants. Without losing rigor, logico-
graphic symbols can be used in formal statements with the effect of enhancing readability considerably.
In this paper we describe the concept, the design, and the use of logicographic symbols in logic
languages, notably in the Theorema system. The presentation will be based on examples that illustrate
the various aspects of logicographic symbols.
c© 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Computer support for doing mathematics has significantly increased in the past few decades.
This can be seen by the achievements of several existing computer algebra and theorem
proving systems. In these systems, mathematical knowledge is described more formally than
in mathematical books so that it can be processed in computers. However the problem is that,
in such systems, it is often very hard to understand the intuition behind the formal descriptions.
Traditionally, in order to support understanding, one usually provides pictures or drawings. For
example the Venn diagram can be used for showing simple facts of set theory. On the other hand
these graphical drawings have not been used in formal context such as proofs, because they are
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considered to be unreliable or they often do not capture general cases. We definitely need tools
to reconcile the apparently opposing issues of formal rigor and intuitive understanding.
As a solution to this problem, Buchberger proposed the new idea of logicographic symbols in
the paper Buchberger (2000). The main idea of logicographic symbols is to attach graphical
drawings, which have slots for arguments, to predicate or function constants. The graphical
drawings symbolize the intuition behind the notions denoted by the constants. These drawings
can be treated as formal objects. Namely they can be used in formal statements completely in
the same way as function and predicate constants. In contrast to statical drawings, logicographic
symbols can be manipulated and changed in various ways, in particular by filling the argument
slots of logicographic symbols with expressions of arbitrary complexity, including nested
expressions containing other logicographic symbols. In 1879, Frege introduced two-dimensional
notation for logical formulae (Frege, 1967). Frege’s notation, however, shows only the syntactical
structure of a formula, whereas logicographic symbols try to convey the intuitive semantics
behind the logical constants. Several attempts using graphical drawings in formal contexts such
as proofs or programming languages have been achieved. The area of diagrammatic reasoning
(Allwein et al., 1996; Glasgow et al., 1995) is one of such attempts. After the following detailed
explanation of logicographic symbols we will see the related work.
In order to show the feasibility of logicographic symbols we implemented the tools of
logicographic symbols in the frame of the Theorema system, which is an integrated mathematical
environment implemented in Mathematica (Wolfram, 1999) for proving, computing, and solving
(Buchberger et al., 1997, 2000).
So far, in various technical reports and conference papers, we have addressed specific aspects
of the concept of logicographic symbols and their use; see Buchberger (2000, 2001), Nakagawa
and Buchberger (2001a,b) and the Ph.D. thesis Nakagawa (2002a). In this paper, for the first
time, we give a coherent presentation of the subject and we describe a major example (heap sort)
that introduces a few new aspects of the subject.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section (the idea of logicographic
symbols), we present the first example which explains the basic idea of logicographic symbols.
In Section 3 (working with logicographic symbols), we present the details of how to declare
and use logicographic symbols in the frame of building up formal theories. In Section 4 (design
guidelines for logicographic symbols), we suggest a few heuristic principles for producing well-
designed logicographic symbols. In Section 5 (variable shape logicographic symbols), we discuss
a possible generalization of logicographic symbols, called variable shape logicographic symbols.
In Section 6, we discuss related work. Finally, in the conclusion, we mainly describe future work.
2. The idea of logicographic symbols
In order to treat mathematics in computers, mathematical statements should be described in a
formal logic. However, with only such formal statements it is sometimes hard to understand the
intuition behind the formalized statements. Often, a drawing conveying the intuitive idea greatly
helps in understanding propositions and proofs.
In order to fill the gap between the formalized statements and the drawings showing the
intuitive idea of the formalized statements, Buchberger proposed the concept of ‘logicographic
symbols’ (Buchberger, 2000). The idea of logicographic symbols is to attach graphical drawings
to predicate or function constants.
For example, in Theorema the definition of ‘sequence f comes closer to a than δ from M on’
can be described by the following.
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Definition[“limit”, any[ f, a, δ, M],
limit[ f, a, δ, M] ⇔ ∀
m
m≥M
| f [m] − a| < δ ]
The label “limit” can be used for referring to this definition afterwards. The expression
‘any[ f, a, δ, M]’ indicates that ‘ f, a, δ, M’ are free variables. (Note that free variables can also
be considered as being quantified by universal quantifiers.)
The intuition of the notion ‘limit’ cannot be easily read off by seeing the definition. Therefore
for the predicate constant ‘limit’ we attach the following graphical drawing which reminds us of
the intuitive idea, with four variable slots, indicated by four boxes, for arguments.
Then the term ‘limit[ f, a, δ, M]’ can be displayed with all slots replaced by the arguments as
follows:
In the next section, we describe how this idea can be realized in the Theorema system.
3. Working with logicographic symbols
Of course, the idea of logicographic symbols becomes very attractive if it is implemented
in a system. We implemented the tool for logicographic symbols on the basis of the Theorema
system in order to show the feasibility of the concept. In this section we describe the implemented
tool.
3.1. Declaration of logicographic symbols
In Theorema a declaration of logicographic symbols is of the following form:
LogicographicNotation[“label”, any[variables],
expression1(reading1) lgs1 “sublabel1”
...
...
expressionn(readingn) lgsn “sublabeln”
]
A “label” can be used to refer to this logicographic declaration by ‘LogicographicNota-
tion[“label”]’. ‘variables’ specify variables which become slots in the declarations. A ‘readingi ’
indicates a suggestion for reading the corresponding ‘expressioni ’ and is specified by a se-
quence of variables and strings. A ‘sublabeli ’ is used for identifying one particular choice of a
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logicographic symbol inside a declaration. Omitting sublabels is possible and can be considered
as specifying empty strings.
For example, a logicographic symbol for the predicate constant ‘limit’ can be attached by the
following declaration:
LogicographicNotation[“limit”, any[ f, a, δ, M],
limit[ f, a, δ, M]( f “stays closer to” a “than” δ “from” M)

]
In the declaration, the entire drawing with four slots for the four possible arguments
constitutes the new symbol. The label “limit” can be used to refer to this logicographic
declaration afterwards. The expression ‘any[ f, a, δ, M]’ means that in the declaration
‘ f, a, δ, M’ are slots for arguments. The annotation ‘( f “stays closer to” a “than” δ “from”
M)’ indicates a suggestion for reading the formula.
After the declaration is known to the system, formulae with the four-arguments predicate
constant ‘limit’ are shown by the right-hand side of the declaration with all slots replaced by
arguments. For example, ‘limit[ f + g, a + b, δ + , max[M, N]]’ is shown as follows:
Formulae containing logicographic symbols can be manipulated just like any other logical
formulae of Theorema. Namely, they can be evaluated and their slots can be modified by selecting
the places of the variable slots and typing argument terms.
3.2. Usage of logicographic symbols
Logicographic symbols can be used in all contexts in which function and predicate constants
appear in expressions (e.g. in definitions, theorems, etc.). For example, the definition of the
predicate ‘limit’ can now also be written as:
Definition[“limit”, any[ f, a, δ, M],
⇔ ∀
m
m≥M
| f [m] − a| < δ
]
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Fig. 1. Formalized merge sort theory.
Fig. 2. Logicographic symbols for the merge sort theory.
Note that by seeing this definition one can immediately grasp the intuition behind the newly
introduced concept and, at the same time, the definition is just a formula within the formal
language (a version of predicate logic) that we use in Theorema.
Once logicographic declarations are known to the system, expressions (e.g. in proofs) are
shown with the logicographic symbols.
3.3. How to create logicographic symbols
Before declaration and use of a new logicographic symbol, we have to create the actual
graphical expression and input it to the system. Any compound expressions which can be
displayed in Mathematica can be accepted as the graphical expression. However, it is sometimes
difficult to produce such compound expressions, e.g. by drawing pictures. For overcoming this
difficulty, we implemented a simple drawing editor which can be operated by a mouse or a
tablet. With this drawing editor, one can create points, lines, rectangles, texts (for slots) with the
functionalities of copying, deleting, moving, modifying them.
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(a) Nested term without coloring (b) Nested term with coloring
Fig. 3. Showing Nested Terms.
Fig. 4. Formalized merge sort theory with logicographic symbols.
3.4. Clarifying the structure of nested terms
Similarly to the notation of nested boxes used in visual programming, we introduce an
additional possibility in our logicographic notation, namely the embracing boxes in various
colors, in particular in alternating colors (or gray tones). By this mechanism, we enhance
readability (unambiguous parsing) of nested terms.
We explain this facility by using the theory for showing the correctness of merge sort (Fig. 1).
The expressions ‘〈〉’, ‘〈x, X〉’, ‘x  X’, ‘X 	 Y’ stand for ‘empty tuple’, ‘a tuple with the
first element x and a finite sequence X of elements’, ‘tuple X with element x prepended’,
‘concatenation of X and Y’, respectively. And ‘stmg’, ‘mg’, ‘istv’, ‘ist’, ‘ipm’, ‘lsp’, ‘rsp’ stand
for ‘sorted by merging’, ‘merged’, ‘is sorted version of’, ‘is sorted’, ‘is permuted version of’,
‘left split’, and ‘right split’, respectively.
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With the several infix notations and the case notation of Theorema, the declaration is much
more understandable than text programming codes. Additionally we introduce logicographic
symbols for the newly introduced constants ‘stmg’, ‘mg’, etc. With the facility of logicographic
symbols the user has complete freedom in designing new symbols for the various notions. The
design of logicographic symbols shown in Fig. 2 is a possible choice.
As an example for the usage of colorings or gray tones for clarifying the syntactical
structure of expressions, let us consider the term ‘mg[mg[mg[X,Y],Z],mg[V,W]]’ presented
logicographically in Fig. 3(a), which is difficult to parse correctly. If it is colored alternately as
shown in Fig. 3(b), we can recognize the structure easily and unambiguously. Here two colors,
light and dark gray, are used to distinguish subterms of adjoined nesting depth and this clarifies
the structure completely without parentheses.
With these logicographic symbols and alternating coloring facility, the knowledge base shown
in Fig. 1 can be described in the way shown in Fig. 4. Here the expressions are represented
in a nested two-dimensional syntax with dark gray and light gray coloring for clarifying the
syntactical structure.
In the next subsection we show how the proof of the following correctness theorem for merge
sort can be presented with logicographic symbols.
Proposition[“correctness of merge sort”, any[A],
]
3.5. Proof of the correctness of merge sort
According to this setup, Theorema will produce the following proof. The proof demonstrates
the positive effect of logicographic symbols on making proofs easier to understand. For
comparison, in the proof formal parts are shown without and with logicographic symbols. By
the logicographic symbols, we think that the meaning of the formulae can be easily understood
intuitively without referring to the formal definitions. Of course, logically, the actual proof relies
exclusively on the formal definitions.
Prove:
∀
A
istv[stmg[A], A]. ∀
A
.
We use course of value induction on A. Let now A0 be arbitrary but fixed. Assume
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(ind-hyp) ∀
A|A|<|A0 |
istv[stmg[A], A], (ind-hyp) ∀
A|A|<|A0 |
,
and show
(G) istv[stmg[A0], A0]. (G) .
We prove (G) by case distinction using (Algorithm: stmg).
Case |A0|≤1: We have to prove
istv[A0, A0]. .
(The logicographic symbol ‘istv’ consists of two drawings, namely a triangle and a permutation
drawings. These two drawings suggest the way how the goal should be split using the formal
definition.)
By (Definition: istv), we have to prove
ist[A0], ipm[A0, A0]. , .
These formulae are true, because an elementary property of the predicate ‘ist’ and the
reflexivity of the predicate ‘ipm’ hold.
(Under the condition |A0|≤1, from the logicographic symbols it is intuitively clear why these
formulae hold even if we do not look to the formal definitions.)
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Case |A0|1: We have to prove
istv[mg[stmg[lsp[A0]],
stmg[rsp[A0]]], A0]. .
By (Definition: istv), we have to prove
(G1) ist[mg[stmg[lsp[A0]],
stmg[rsp[A0]]]],
(G1) ,
(G2) ipm[mg[stmg[lsp[A0]],
stmg[rsp[A0]]], A0].
(G2) .
(Note that, in the logicographic notation, the substitution step becomes just a kind of visual
manipulation of graphic boxes. Also subparts of graphic boxes can be easily identified and
compared.)
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By (ind-hyp), we know
(K)
istv[stmg[lsp[A0]], lsp[A0]],
istv[stmg[rsp[A0]], rsp[A0]],
(K) , .
And hence, by (Definition: istv) we also know
(K1)
ist[stmg[lsp[A0]]],
ist[stmg[rsp[A0]]],
(K1) , .
(K2) ipm[stmg[lsp[A0]], lsp[A0]],
ipm[stmg[rsp[A0]], rsp[A0]].
(K2) , .
We prove (G1): By (Lemma: mg) and (K1),
ist[mg[stmg[lsp[A0]], stmg[rsp[A0]]]].
.
(Note that, again, the proof step is easily understood by just looking to the rearrangement of
the graphical boxes and the intuition conveyed by the logicographic symbols.)
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We prove (G2): We know the following property (C1) by (Lemma: mg2), and then (C2) by
properties of permutation and (K2), and finally (C3) by properties of splitting.
(Again, the corresponding proof steps can be easily understood by just considering the boxes
and the intuitive meaning of the logicographic symbols.)
(C1) ipm[
mg[stmg[lsp[A0]], stmg[rsp[A0]]],
cct[stmg[lsp[A0]], stmg[rsp[A0]]]],
(C1) .
(C2) ipm[
cct[stmg[lsp[A0]], stmg[rsp[A0]]],
cct[lsp[A0], rsp[A0]]],
(C2) .
(C3) ipm[cct[lsp[A0], rsp[A0]], A0]. (C3) .
Hence, by (C1), (C2), (C3) and transitivity of permutation, (G2) is proved. 
3.6. Tool for composing constants
In Buchberger (2001) Buchberger proposed a technique to compose new logicographic
symbols from existing logicographic symbols. For illustration, we give the example of the notion
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of relation and function in set theory. Here are the definitions of the notions:
Definitions[“relations”, any[A, r, B],
isrel[A, r, B] ⇐⇒ (r ⊆ A × B)
isltot[A, r, B] ⇐⇒ ∀
a∈A ∃b∈B〈a, b〉 ∈ r
isrtot[A, r, B] ⇐⇒ ∀
b∈B ∃a∈A〈a, b〉 ∈ r
isrfun[A, r, B] ⇐⇒ ∀
b1∈B,b2∈B ∀a∈A(〈a, b1〉 ∈ r ∧ 〈a, b2〉 ∈ r ⇒ b1 = b2)
islfun[A, r, B] ⇐⇒ ∀
a1∈A,a2∈A ∀b∈B(〈a1, b〉 ∈ r ∧ 〈a2, b〉 ∈ r ⇒ a1 = a2)
]
A relation can be defined as a subset of the Cartesian product of sets ‘A’ and ‘B’ by the
predicate ‘isrel’ (abbreviation of is-relation). The predicate ‘isltot’ (abbreviation of is-left-total)
defines the totality of a function and the predicate ‘isrtot’ (abbreviation of is-right-total) defines
surjectivity. Since the predicates ‘isrtot’ and ‘isltot’ are symmetric, we say ‘left-total’ and
‘right-total’ instead of ‘total’ and ‘surjective’. The predicate ‘isrfun’ (abbreviation of is-right-
functional) defines the functionality and the predicate ‘islfun’ (abbreviation of is-left-functional)
defines injectivity. Again, for symmetry, we say ‘right-functional’ and ‘left-functional’ instead
of ‘functional’ and ‘injective’.
The intention of these renamings becomes clear when we introduce the following
logicographic symbols for the predicate symbols above:
LogicographicNotation[“relations”, any[A, r, B],
isrel[A, r, B](r “is a relation between” A “and” B) 
r
A B
isltot[A, r, B](r “is left total on” A “and” B)
r
A B
isrtot[A, r, B](r “is right total on” A “and” B)
r
A B
isrfun[A, r, B](r “is right functional on” A “and” B)
r
A B
islfun[A, r, B](r “is left functional on” A “and” B)
r
A B
]
Then the notion of being a function can be expressed by the formula ‘is-
rel[A, r, B]∧isrfun[A, r, B]’ and with the logicographic declaration it could be represented as
‘
r
A B ∧
r
A B’. However, it is natural to represent this formula in more compact
form by ‘
r
A B’.
In order to introduce this new logicographic symbol, we could provide an extra
‘LogicographicNotation’ declaration. However, in this way, in order to introduce all such
combined symbols, we would have to introduce 25 − 6(= 26) additional logicographic symbols.
Instead, we introduce a facility to combine existing function or predicate constants by introducing
a syntactic construct ‘
∧
’ (wedge) which is different from the logical construct ‘∧’ (and). Then
in the logicographic representation the wedge can be interpreted as a graphical operator for
combining the respective logicographic symbols.
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For example, the logicographic representation of the expression ‘(isrel∧isrfun)[A, r, B]’ is
graphically composed from the representations of ‘isrel’ and ‘isrfun’ and becomes ‘
r
A B’.
Introducing a composing constant, e.g. ‘isrel
∧
isrfun’, means introducing a new predicate
or function constant whose logicographic representation can be automatically composed by
combining the logicographic representations of its constituents. Thus, in a Theorema session,
these expressions can be treated as predicate or function constants. In fact, the meaning could be
defined by just adding definitions of the following kind to the Theorema knowledge base.
Definition[“functionality”, any[A, r, B],
(isrel
∧
isrfun)[A, r, B] ⇐⇒ isrel[A, r, B] ∧ isrfun[A, r, B] ]
Alternatively, Theorema provers add these definitions automatically to the knowledge base when
they encounter a formula containing the wedge.
In addition we introduce one more convention. When argument slots in a logicographic
symbol are left empty, they are considered as existentially quantified argument variables.
For example, if the first and third slots are omitted from ‘
r
A B’, we will have the
representation ‘
r
’, which is considered as an abbreviation for ‘ ∃
A,B
r
A B’, namely
‘ ∃
A,B
(isrel
∧
isrfun)[A, r, B]’.
With these conventions, the theorem that ‘the composition of two bijective functions is
bijective’ can now be described as follows.
Theorem[“Composition of Bijective Functions”, any[ f, g],
(
f
∧
g
) =⇒
f ◦ g ]
The proof of this theorem is automatically produced by Theorema. For further detail of this
facility, see Nakagawa and Buchberger (2001b) or Nakagawa (2002a).
4. Design guidelines for logicographic symbols
The approach of logicographic symbols is completely general in the sense that the user has
the possibility to invent, design, and implement any symbols which capture the meaning of
a predicate or function constant. Of course, the explanatory power of logicographic symbols
depends on the appropriateness of the graphic design, and the appropriate design of logicographic
symbols for a given system of predicate and function constants is an art. However, we think that
some general guidelines for the design of logicographic symbols are possible.
In this section, first, we discuss some general design guidelines obtained after some experience
of designing logicographic symbols. Then, a set of guidelines for theories in functional
programming will be proposed.
4.1. General design guidelines
Here we give general design guidelines after some experience of designing logicographic
symbols.
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• As simple as possible and as complicated as necessary:
Most importantly, logicographic symbols should be designed as simple as possible and as
complicated as necessary. If a symbol becomes too complicated, it is again hard to grasp the
essential features of the notion quickly. If a symbol is too simple, it may omit essential features
that distinguish the notion from other similar notions.
• Reflect the intuitive concept behind the constant:
Think about the common sense intuition behind the notion and try to characterize it by a draw-
ing that leaves out all unessential features and stresses the essential features of the intuition.
Typically, a number of different designs and a critical comparison of the proposed design will
be necessary in this step. Also, the appropriateness of a new logicographic symbol will be-
come clear only after using it in the context of many different formulae. Experimentation with
various designs is in fact very easy in our system, because the only change to be made when
changing the design is in the respective ‘LogicographicNotation’ declaration. Thus, various
versions of the same text using different designs for the logicographic symbols can be easily
generated and compared and, then, the choice for the most appropriate symbol can be made.
• Use the tool for composing symbols:
The tool of composing representations helps for the notational conciseness as we saw in
Section 3.6. By seeing the composite symbols one can immediately grasp the properties from
the meaning indicated by the graphical constituents. The example of the logicographic symbol
for ‘istv’ in Fig. 2 is such an example. In fact, the technique of composing complicated sym-
bols from simple ones, with the corresponding composition of meaning, is a traditional tech-
nique in forming complicated symbols from simple components in the Chinese and Japanese
Kanji system.
4.2. Design guidelines for theories in functional programming
In this subsection, we present a couple of design guidelines for function and predicate symbols
in theories used in functional programming. We categorize function and predicate constants
according to their usage in theories (constructors, classifiers, selectors, replacers, translators,
action predicates, and action operators) and we use the same presentation style for all symbols
in one category. As an example we formalize the theory of heap sort with logicographic symbols
and show how this works.
4.2.1. Constructors
Constructors generate the elements of domains. For heap sort we need the data structure
of binary tree over a domain of objects. In order to formalize the notion of binary tree, we
introduce two constructors, the 0-ary constructor symbol ‘ET’(for “empty tree”) and the 3-ary
constructor symbol ‘B’ (for “building a binary tree”). For these constants, we introduce the
following logicographic symbols.
ET(“empty tree”) 
B[n, s, t](“tree whose node is” n “and the subtrees” s “and” t) 
n
/ \
s t
Fig. 5 shows examples how the tree structure can be displayed by using the introduced
logicographic symbols.
4.2.2. Classifiers
Classifiers are unary predicate symbols which characterize the domains in which we work.
Here we introduce the guideline that all classifiers have logicographic representation of a
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
1
/ \
2
/ \
 
3
/ \
 
1
/ \
2
/ \
4
/ \
 

3
/ \
 
(a) ET. (b) B[1,B[2,ET,ET],B[3,ET,ET]]. (c) B[1,B[2,B[4,ET,ET],ET],B[3,ET,ET]].
Fig. 5. Examples of binary trees.
rectangle and a picture below the symbol which represents the idea of the predicate. In our
example, we introduce the following logicographic symbols for the domains ‘object’, ‘binary
tree’ and ‘list’. We do not introduce a specific picture under the rectangle for ‘IsObject’,
indicating that we are studying generic trees over arbitrary domains of objects.
IsObject[o](o “is a admissible object”) o
IsBinTree[t](t “is a binary tree”)
t
IsList[]( “is a list”) 〈 〉
We now describe the domain of binary trees by the following axioms including the appropriate
induction axiom:
Axiom[“Bijection”, any[n, s, t, m, u, v],
(
n
/ \
s t
= m/ \
u v
) ⇒ (n = m) ∧ (s = u) ∧ (t = v) ]
Axiom[“Different Element”, any[ ],
∀
o,s,t
o ∧
s
∧
t
( =
o
/ \
s t
)
]
Axiom[“Domain of Binary Tree”, any[ ],

∀
o,s,t
o ∧
s
∧
t
o
/ \
s t
]
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Axiom[“Induction Axiom”, any[P],
P[] ∧ ∀
o,u,v
o ∧
u
∧
v
(P[u] ∧ P[v] ⇒ P[ o/ \
u v
]) ⇒ ∀
t
t
P[t]
]
4.2.3. Selectors and replacers
Selectors select a part of an object constructed by a constructor. In a rewrite language like
Theorema, we do not need these selectors because in rewrite languages pattern matching plays
the role of selection without introducing extra selectors. However, in certain situations, selectors
may still be useful. Therefore, for the theory of heap sort, we introduce the following selectors:
CutLastLeaf[t](“tree whose last leaf is cut from” t) t
RootNode[t](“the root of” t) t
As a guideline for logicographic symbols for selectors we suggest to choose a subarea
of the logicographic symbol that describes the corresponding constructor. For example, the
logicographic symbol of ‘CutLastLeaf’ is almost a triangle expressing the type tree, but the
right bottom part is missing. If selectors return a subpart of the argument which is not of the
same type as the argument, they are represented by a dashed area and a non-dashed area. The
non-dashed area represents the part which has to be extracted and may not have the same type as
the argument. For example, ‘RootNode’ has a non-dashed line area (a small triangle) on the top
and a dashed line area under (a trapezoid enclosed by dashed lines).
Replacers replace a part of an argument by another element of the same type. For the heap
sort theory, we introduce the following logicographic symbol:
RootRepl[n, t](“tree” t “with root replaced by” n) n t
The definitions for ‘RootNode’ and ‘RootRepl’ are as follows:
Definition[“Selectors and Replacers”, any[a, b, s, t],
a
/ \
s t
:= a
b a
/ \
s t
:= b/ \
s t
]
4.2.4. Translators
Translators convert an element in a domain to the corresponding element in another domain.
For translators we introduce a guideline that when a translator is from domain A to domain B, we
represent the logicographic symbol by an arrow going down from A to B vertically. For the heap
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sort theory, we introduce logicographic symbols for two translator functions from list to tree and
tree to list as follows:
ListToTree[](“tree translated from the list ” )
〈 〉
↓ 
TreeToList[t](“list translated from the tree” t) ↓
〈 〉
t
Note that here the pictures used in the classifiers are chosen for describing the domains.
4.2.5. Action predicates
Action predicates separate a domain into two parts. For the example theory, at first we
introduce logicographic symbols for the predicate symbols which tell us the relations of top-
most nodes.
RootLarge[t](“tree” t “whose root is largest”) 
t
•
/ \· ·
LeftLarge[t](“tree” t “whose left part is largest”)
t
·
/ \• ·
RightLarge[t](“tree” t “whose right part is largest”) 
t
·
/ \· •
The definition of ‘RootLarge’ can be formulated as follows and the others can be defined
similarly:
Definition[“RootLarge”, any[a, b, c, s, t, u, v],
a
/ \
 
•
/ \· ·
a
/ \
b
/ \
s t

•
/ \· ·
⇔ (a ≥ b)
a
/ \
b
/ \
s t
c
/ \
u v
•
/ \· ·
⇔ (a ≥ b ∧ a ≥ c)
]
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Here the predicate symbol ‘RootLarge’ separates the tree domain into two parts. One part
comprises all trees whose roots are larger than their children’s roots. The other part comprises all
other trees.
Next we introduce two logicographic symbols for the predicates ‘IsHeap’ and ‘IsPartialHeap’.
IsHeap[t](t “is a heap tree”)
t
IsPartialHeap[t](t “is a partial heap tree”) 
t
A heap tree is a tree where every node is greater than the children nodes. The ‘IsHeap’
predicate separates the binary tree domain into two parts which are heap and not heap. The
definitions for these symbols can be described with logicographic symbols in the following
way:
Definition[“Is Heap”, any[n, s, t],

n
/ \
s t ⇔
n
/ \
s t
•
/ \· ·
∧
s
∧
t
]
Definition[“Is Partial Heap”, any[n, s, t],

n
/ \
s t ⇔
s
∧
t
]
In the design of the logicographic symbol for ‘IsHeap’, we chose a triangle expressing ‘tree’
with a picture ‘≥’ inside expressing ‘heap’. For ‘IsPartialHeap’ we chose two ‘≥’ reflecting the
meaning of partial heap. As demonstrated in these examples, it is a good strategy to express
the type of the domain by an outermost frame and more specific properties by several pictures
inside.
4.2.6. Action operators
Action operators provide operations which perform more complicated operations than
selectors or replacers. In the example theory, we introduce the following logicographic
symbols:
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BuildHeap[t](“heapified tree from a tree” t)  t
Heapify[t](“heapified tree from a partial heap” t)  ↓ t
SortFromHeap[t](“sort from a heap tree” t) ↓
〈 ≤ 〉
t
ExRootTail[t](“tree” t “where the root and tail are exchanged”) t
Here are the corresponding formal definitions (‘X  x’ means ‘tuple X with an element x
appended’).
Definition[“Build Heap”, any[n, s, t],
 := 
n
/ \
s t
:= ↓
n
/ \
s t
]
Definition[“Heapify”, any[a, s, t],
↓  := 
↓
a
/ \
s t
:=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
a
/ \
s t
⇐
a
/ \
s t
•
/ \· ·
s
/ \
↓ a s t
⇐
a
/ \
s t
·
/ \• ·
t
/ \
s ↓ a t
⇐
a
/ \
s t
·
/ \· •
]
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Definition[“Heap Sort”, any[, t],
HeapSort[] := ↓
〈 ≤ 〉
〈 〉
↓ 
↓
〈 ≤ 〉
t :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
〈〉 ⇐ t = ⎛
⎜⎜⎝ ↓
〈 ≤ 〉
↓ t
⎞
⎟⎟⎠  t ⇐ otherwise
]
Here we introduce a guideline: When the argument and the result of a translator stay in
the same domain, we do not use an arrow for the logicographic symbols. This is because it is
tedious to always see the arrow in such situations. For example, the logicographic symbol for
‘BuildHeap[t]’ could be the following.
↓ t
In another way, we can say that ‘ t’ is an abbreviation of the logicographic symbol above.
5. Variable shape logicographic symbols
In the previous sections we saw some logicographic symbols whose sizes may change, but
the shape did not change. Namely the shape depends only on the predicate or function constant,
but does not depend on the arguments. In this section, we discuss logicographic symbols which
change their shape depending on the arguments, which we call ‘variable shape’ logicographic
symbols.
It is clear that logicographic symbols of variable shape, typically, cannot be used in proofs
because usually the argument terms of predicate and function symbols in proofs are not fixed
values but rather terms containing variables or Skolem constants (‘arbitrary but fixed’ constants).
In special cases, however, where some of arguments are ground terms (i.e. expressions without
variables) but others are variables, it is sometimes possible and reasonable that we adjust the
shape of the logicographic symbol to the known argument values. Further investigation in this
direction is future work. Variable shape logicographic symbols, however, are very useful for
exemplifying, for example, traces of algorithms. We have done some work into this direction.
5.1. Showing ground terms
Here we focus on adjusting logicographic symbols to ground term arguments. In mathematics,
for heuristic and pedagogic reasons, one often introduces or illustrates abstract notions by
accompanying concrete examples. For example, when explaining sorting algorithms, one would
like to illustrate the effect of the algorithm by showing its trace in concrete examples using lists of
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numbers. Preferably, one would illustrate the effect by using lists of strokes with varying length
so that the effect is more easily visible. For example, when we have the following trace:
〈3, 4, 1, 5〉 → 〈4, 3, 1, 5〉 → 〈4, 3, 1, 5〉 →
〈4, 3, 5, 1〉 → 〈4, 3, 5, 1〉 → 〈4, 5, 3, 1〉 → 〈5, 4, 3, 1〉
the corresponding visualized trace is more illustrative than the trace above:
Another example is representation of graphs. The usages of these variable shape logicographic
symbols are shown in Nakagawa (2002b).
5.2. Interactivity
In mathematical computer systems, sometimes mathematical objects are shown graphically,
but usually they are displayed only for fixed input and cannot be modified (e.g. by changing
argument slots) and cannot be used in mathematical statements such as definitions or expressions.
For example, in showing lists by strokes one can interact in the following ways. Adding
strokes to a graphical presentation means adding additional elements to the corresponding
list. Moving strokes in a graphical presentation means arranging elements differently in the
corresponding list.
Another example is ‘limit’ with ground arguments terms. The truth value of the formula can be
determined by observing that the sequence is in a certain corridor of the limit. With interaction,
for example in the figure below, one can study how dragging the line from ‘11’ to ‘18’ causes a
movement of the end points of the corridor lines.
Mouse Drag Operation
−→
In order to realize such interactivity we need a tool for presenting graphical elements such as
lines, circles, curves and for manipulating them by mouse actions controlled by some constraints.
The tool should be general enough so that one is able to create one’s own ways of presenting
expressions. Le and Kulpa propose such a system called ‘diagrammatic spreadsheet’ in Le and
Kulpa (2003).
6. Related work
Reasoning by diagrams is a growing topic that has attracted the attention of researchers.
Diagrams have been considered to be useful for conveying the ideas of proofs in teaching.
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On the other hand, diagrams have also been considered to be unreliable and dangerous because
they may be misleading and it has also been argued that they should not be used in formal proofs.
However, in situations that diagrams are well constructed, one does not lose formal rigor at
all. Barwise and Etchemendy advocated reconsideration of the use of diagrams in rigorous proofs
(Barwise and Etchemendy, 1996). Several attempts of using diagrams for reasoning can be found
in Allwein et al. (1996) and Glasgow et al. (1995). Here we list some of these attempts.
• Shin and Hammer improved the Venn diagram and elaborated it in such ways that certain
simple theorems of set theory are proved completely diagrammatically (Shin, 1994; Hammer,
1995). They also gave a completeness result for this method. In more general settings the
discussions of the properties which these reasoning systems should satisfy can be found in
Shimojima (2002). As shown in the elaborated versions of the Venn diagram, one should
carefully design logicographic symbols so that they do not mislead incorrect reasoning,
especially in designing variable shape logicographic symbols.
• Hyperproof (Barwise and Etchemendy, 1994, 1996) is a system for learning the principles of
analytical reasoning and proof construction. The system shows a picture of blocks world and
sentences in usual first order logic. A picture consists of objects of various shapes (e.g. cube,
tetrahedron, etc.) and sizes located on an 8×8 grid. Together with sentences in usual first
order logic, the user is asked to do some reasoning tasks. A picture of Hyperproof represents
the combination of known facts during reasoning and an object represents some parts of the
known facts, while logicographic symbols represent expressions and formulae.
• Kulpa proposed graphical symbols for predicate constants of thirteen interval relations in
Fig. 2 of the paper Kulpa (1997). We can say that they are logicographic symbols, because
the graphical symbols symbolize the intuition behind the notion denoted by the predicate
constants. Additionally he introduced interval space diagrams from which one can easily read
off information from given time constraints.
• Larkin and Simon discussed why diagrammatic representations are sometimes superior
to sentential representations by using examples in physics and mathematics (Larkin and
Simon, 1987). The example problems can be formalized in both diagrammatic and sentential
ways. The formalization can be achieved by fixing data structure and operators on the
data structure. They showed the superiority by comparing computational efficiency of
the formalizations. These discussions also show why logicographic symbols are superior
to sentantial representations. Since both diagrammatic and sentential ways use the same
textual formalization, the question arises what is the actual distinction between diagrammatic
and sentential representations. Shimojima analyzed several criteria to distinguish graphic
(diagrammatic) and linguistic (sentential) representations (Shimojima, 1999).
7. Conclusion
Logicographic symbols convey graphical intuitive ideas behind the concepts and, at the same
time, they are completely formal as a part of the underlying formal language. By the technique
of logicographic symbols, the gap between formal rigor and intuitive understanding, in many
situations, can be closed in a systematic way. In other words, the technique helps to narrow the
distance between syntax and semantics.
In addition to explaining the concept, we also implemented the tools for logicographic
symbols on the basis of the Theorema system and examined them from the practical usage point
of view.
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Although the design of logicographic symbols is completely free, it is a good idea to have
some design guidelines. In this paper, we discussed some design guidelines, especially for
theories in functional programming by using the example of the heap sort theory.
Our future work on logicographic symbols will go in the following direction.
• Changing shape by context:
In a proof, the same expression could be presented differently depending on contexts. For
example, ‘limit[ f, a, δ, M]’ could be presented with the x-axis below (or above) ‘a’ in the
context where the fact ‘a > 0’ (or ‘a < 0’) is known. This facility might be a big step forward
in proof presentation.
• Showing several facts in one picture:
This is another issue of proof presentation. During a proof, we sometimes combine known
facts and show it in one notation. For example, if we know ‘a > b’ and ‘b > c’, then we
write ‘a > b > c’. This can be considered as inventing a new logicographic symbol when
appropriate in a certain context. This phenomenon can be seen quite often in proofs, e.g. Venn
diagrams, commuting diagrams.
• Enhancing the functionality of the drawing editor for logicographic symbols:
At the current stage, the editor has only very simple functionality. For the practical usage, of
course, improvements are necessary.
In functional programming languages, functions are treated as data. Namely functions are
accepted as first-class citizens. Our attempt of logicographic symbols can be viewed as the
attempt to make intuitive drawings first-class citizens which have at the same time exact
meanings. We hope that the tools of logicographic symbols open a new degree of flexibility
in the field of symbolic computation.
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